
CONVERT PERCEIVED POWER TO SIGNIFICANT LEADERSHIP
ADVISORY PROGRAM with Darren Smith

These CEOs know 
how to connect 
strategy & culture 
for optimal results.

darrensmith@cimastrategic.com
214.353.9333
CIMASTRATEGIC.COM

Contact Darren to discuss 
how to get the results you want.

Are you a significant leader?
Achieve magnanimity and close the gap between where you are and excellence.  

based on ‘WHO’ you are.

Leadership is one of your vital few activities.  
It’s scheduled.  

You do not allow it to be squeezed out of your 
day by ‘what’ you automatically do.  It’s self-reflective 

and includes forming team members to model 
‘who’ the organization is.

 
These people tend to be ‘storied’ – others tell stories 

about their leadership.  They are game changers.
 

Leadership is scheduled.
Leaders are formed, not born.

SIGNIFICANT LEADERSHIP

Problem

Most CEOs struggle connecting the two - strategy & culture.  
Why?  Most don’t know how to lead based on WHO they are.

Turn Over for the Solution.

Indicators of this problem - 
Millennials leave you, your value 
proposition is opaque, and you 
have few business relationships 
who would answer the phone if 
you called them after 9 p.m.

These  CEOs focus on strategy to win 
minds, make money and build a business.

based on ‘WHAT’ you have.

Title
Money

Work Product

PERCEIVED POWER

You’ve moved up the ladder in your organization 
based on your work product. 

Power happens automatically and comes to you.
You sign important documents, participate in meetings, 

deal with drama, and are invited to join boards of directors. 

Using power happens automatically.  
Becoming a leader does not.

CONVERT
to



Be a Game Changer

C-Suite participants
This is a 6-month, customized advisory program and includes 
monthly, 90-minute meetings. You will capture WHO you are 
on 1 sheet of paper and receive the ‘owners manual’ on HOW 
to be excellent at WHO you are. You will master the 2 leadership 
habits necessary to convert perceived power to significant leadership 
- magnanimity and humility.
Customized start date

Who:
What:

When:

Contact Darren to 
discuss how to get 
the results you want. 

CONVERT PERCEIVED POWER TO SIGNIFICANT LEADERSHIP
ADVISORY PROGRAM with Darren Smith

Solution

1. Sign up for Darren’s Advisory Program. 
2. Convert perceived power to significant leadership. 
3. Lead based on WHO you are.
4. Connect strategy & culture for optimal results. 

Your best results will follow. 

Darren works with clients to capture WHO they are, and most importantly, capitalize 
on it. He's an expert in significant strategy implementation and collaboration. 
In other words, he works with clients to capture what makes them excellent, and 
then leverage WHO they are in the implementation of their strategy, culture 
and business development. 

darrensmith@cimastrategic.com
214.353.9333

CIMASTRATEGIC.COM

• Re-energizing business development growth by answering “WHY you?”
• Crystallizing your business niche so you can own it
• Attracting team members who are a tighter fit with who you are and can take you where you want to go

Program Details:


